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T-Rex was one of the biggest
dinosaurs. It was

heavier than two
elephants with a huge head

and large pointed teeth. It
was 12 metres long and
about 6 metres tall and
weighed about 7 tons. It
had tiny arms, each with

two fingers. Its feet looked
like a bird’s. Its slim,

pointed tail helped it run very
fast. T-Rex was a very

dangerous meat-eating
dinosaur that could eat up to

230 kilos of meat in one bite.

Velociraptor was one of the
fastest and smartest of
all the dinosaurs. It had
wings like a bird, but
couldn’t fly. It was like a
huge chicken, about 1 to 2 metres
long, with a very long tail. It was
strong and could kill other animals
with its sharp claws. This made it a
very dangerous dinosaur,
able to catch animals that
were much larger than
itself!

B

A

Millions of years ago, dinosaurs walked the Earth. Let’s take
a look at some of the biggest, 
strongest and fastest of them ...

104

What’s in this unit?

6 AnimalsUnit

Reading

 
Look at the pictures. Which of the
dinosaurs (A, B or C):

        was as heavy as ten elephants?     
        had a huge head?                         
        had a long neck?                          
        had a slim tail?                             
        had wings that looked like 

a bird’s?                                       

        
Listen and read to find out.

1

3.16

1
2
3
4

5

 
Read the text. For each question,
choose the right answer (A, B or C).

 1   Velociraptors 
    A had long claws. B had wings.
      C were as small as a chicken.
 2   T-Rex used its tail to
      A point to its food. B eat fast.
      C move quickly.
 3   Sauroposeidon ate 
      A animals. B plants.
      C tree trunks.

2

▶  Topics &      Nature & ecology: garden plants   
Vocabulary:  & animals (domestic), pets; 
                    Me and the others: emotions; 
                    My motherland and the world C:
                   Travelling

▶  Grammar:     past simple (irregular verbs), 
wh- questions (past simple),
comparative/superlative, adverbs
of manner – adverb formation &
placement in a sentence

▶  Reading:       Dinosaurs
▶  Skills Work:  Crow Brings the Daylight 
▶  Listening:     dialogues, a monologue
▶  Speaking:     expressing concern/disbelief,

responding to situations
▶  Writing:        a story 
▶  Language     reading (T/F/DS statements),

& Skills        listening (T/F/DS statements)
in Focus:      writing (an informal message/note)

▶  CLIL:            (Science) Mammals
▶  Culture:        England’s National Animals
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• dinosaur  • million  • wing  • chicken
• sharp  • claw  • catch  • weigh  • ton
• tiny  • slim  • pointed  • meat-eating
• bite  • meat eater  • neck  • reach
• leaf  • giraffe  • tree trunk  • disappear
• die out  • mystery  • science

Check these words

Dinosaurs lived on Earth for
more than 100 million years and

suddenly they disappeared. The
reason they died out is one of
the great mysteries of science.

C

Vocabulary

 
Fill in: claws, arms, trunks, necks, bite, tail,
wings.

       1   Giraffes have very long ..................... to reach
the leaves on the trees.

       2   Birds have got ..................... at the end of
their feet.

       3   All birds have got ..................... they use for
flying.

       4   Monkeys’ long ..................... help them swing
from tree to tree.

       5   These trees have long straight ............... and
pointed leaves.

       6   Look at that cat! She’s chasing her own
.....................!

       7   Crocodiles can eat their prey in one big
..................... .

4

 
Match the adjectives in bold in the text with
their opposites in the list.

• thin  • smallest  • weak  • lighter  • harmless
• blunt  • fat  • tiny  • slowest

5

Speaking & Writing

 
Tell the class two facts about

each dinosaur that impressed you from
the text.

6

 
Collect information about

Ankylosaurus and write a few
sentences about it.

7 ICT

 
In groups, collect information

about the possible theories why the
dinosaurs died out. Prepare
a presentation for the class.

8 ICT

Sauroposeidon was the
largest dinosaur that ever
lived. It grew up to 18
metres tall and weighed as
much as ten elephants! But
it wasn’t dangerous.
It wasn’t a meat eater.
Actually, it used its long
neck to reach the leaves of
tall trees. It was around
thirty times larger than
a giraffe, with a neck as
thick as a tree trunk!

 
Read again and answer the questions.

       1   What did Velociraptor use to kill other animals?
       2   How heavy was a T-Rex?
       3   How did Sauroposeidon reach its food?

3

105

Reading 6a
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goat
PET (living in houses/gardens)

DOMESTIC (living on a farm)

donkey

worm tortoise

 
Write the plurals of the animals in Ex. 1a. 

        goose – geese
2

        b) Listen and check, then say. What are
these animals in your language?

3.17

Parts of animals

 
a)  Label the body parts. Check in the Word list.

• mane  • tail  • head  • body  • nose
3

        b)  Which of the animals in Ex. 3a has got:

       1   a long tail?
       2   long legs?
       3   thin legs?
       4   a big nose?

 5   pointed ears?
 6   a small mouth?
 7   small eyes?
 8   a thick neck?

• neck  • legs  • horns  • ears

• wings  • feathers  • eyes

• scales  • mouth

horse

parrot

goldfish

2 ................

1 ................

1 ................ 2 ................

3 ................

1 ................

2 ................

3 ................

4 ................

1 ................ 4 ................

2 ................

3 ................ 5 ................

goose

dog

rooster

sheep

cow

turkey

hamster

rabbit

106

6b Vocabulary

Animals

 
a)  In pairs, list the animals under
the headings.

1

hen

duck

cat

canary
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B

Prepositions

 
Choose the correct preposition.8

•  Rabbits are
1) ................ to keep;
they don’t cost much.

•  Tortoises are very friendly
and 2) ................. . They
don’t make any noise.

•  Hamsters are 3) .................. to
watch and they are very clean.

•  Tarantulas are not 4) ..................
but you need to handle them with
care.

•  Dogs are 5) ................. animals
and can be the owner’s best
companion.

•  Canaries are beautiful and
6) .................. to keep.

a) Listen
to a notice
about two
missing animals,
and take notes as
you are listening.
Which of these is
the person
describing?

        b)  Describe the
other two
animals.

3.186

 
Fill in: hunt, chew, lays, weighs, digest, fly, hatch, feeds.4

 1   The platypus is one of the few mammals that ............. eggs.
 2   It takes about 60 days for loggerhead turtle eggs to ........... .
 3   A baby dolphin .................. on its mother’s milk for about three

months.
 4   Wolves .................. for food in groups.
 5   Rabbits can’t .................. fruit easily so they eat grass.
 6   African elephants have only four teeth to .................. their food

with.
 7   An ostrich is a bird. It can run up to 40 miles per hour but it

can’t .................. .
 8   A blue whale .................. as much as 40 rhinos.

 
What is your

favourite animal? Why? What
does it look like? Where does it
live? Tell your partner.

9 SPEAKING

SAVE THE

A

A B

1

2

Penguins
are birds but they can’t fly.

They live 1) in/on the ice of
Antarctica and 2) at/in the

sea around it. They live 3) with/in
big groups and they feed 4) on/of
fish. Their thick feathers keep them

warm 5) at/in the cold water.
They live 6) for/at about

twenty years.

How to help

Fi
nd

theperfectpet

 
Collect information

about one of the animals in Ex. 1a,
then write a short paragraph about
it (about 60 words). Use the text in
Ex. 8 as a model.

10 WRITINGICT

•   Visit national parks and
find out how people there
6) protect/care animal
species.

•   7) Adopt/Buy an animal
like a tiger or a panda
and help it
8) survive/escape.

Animals

Ecology

 
Choose the correct word.5

The problems
•   Animals lose their natural
1) habitats/homes because
people 2) cut down/remove
trees.

•   Pollution from oil and gas
3) harms/injures the
environment.

•   Poachers kill animals for their
meat, fur and horns. They
cause animals to become
4) endangered/ dangerous
or go 5) wild/extinct.

107

6b

 
Fill in: friendly, dangerous,
inexpensive, quiet, funny, easy.

7
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Put the verbs in the list into the past simple. Say
which verbs are regular and which are irregular.

• eat  • fly  • wear  • do  • come  • play  • drink
• leave  • make  • watch  • sing  • go  • dance
• take  • write  • become  • try

2

 
Fill in the gaps with the verbs from the list in
the past simple.

• see  • feel  • get up  • not be  • wear
• walk  • go

4

        b)  Read the table. Then write questions and
answer them, as in the example.

       1   Why/the man and woman/leave/their village?
             Why did the man and woman leave their

village?
             They went to look for food.
       2   What/the little boy/make/for his sister?
       3   What/the toy bird/turn into?
       4   What/the bird/bring/for the children?
       5   Who/the bird/find/when the famine ended?

Long ago in North America there was a terrible famine. A man
and a woman 1) ................. (leave) their children in their village
and 2) ................. (go) to look for food. The little boy 3) .............
(make) his sister a toy bird to help her forget how hungry she was,
but the toy bird 4) ........................ (turn into) a real bird and it
5) ................ (fly) away! The bird 6) .................. (return) later,
carrying some corn in its beak. The children 7) ................. (eat)
the corn and they 8) .......................... (not/feel) hungry anymore.
Every day, the bird 9) ................. (bring) corn until at last the
famine 10) ................... (end). The bird 11) ................. (find) the
children’s parents and they 12) .................. (come) back home to
the village.

Last Saturday, I 1) .................... at 6:00 am. I
2) .................... to the beach with my sister in her car. It
3) .................... very warm, so I 4) .................... my jeans
and a coat. We 5) .................... down to the sea and we
6) .................... dolphins playing in the water. It was
beautiful and I 7) .................... very happy.

• eat pasta  • go to the park  • watch TV
• play football  • listen to music
• meet/friends

AFFIRMATIVE I, you, he, etc, saw a rabbit
yesterday.

NEGATIVE I, you, he, etc, didn’t see a rabbit
yesterday.

INTERROGATIVE Did I, you, he, etc, see a rabbit
yesterday?

SHORT
ANSWERS

Yes, I, you, he, etc, did.
No, I, you, he, etc, didn’t.

The past forms of irregular verbs don’t end in -ed.
They have irregular forms. 

 
Work in pairs. Find out what your

partner did last Saturday. Use the
words/phrases below and your own ideas.

5 SPEAKING

 
Write a short paragraph about

what you did/didn’t do last Saturday. Use your
answers from Ex. 5 to help you.

6 WRITING

see p. GR7

        A:  Did you go to the park last Saturday?
        B:  No, I didn’t.

Past simple (irregular verbs)

108

6c Grammar in use

Wh- questions (past simple)
wh- word + auxiliary verb + subject + main verb
When did dinosaurs die out?
BUT: who/what + main verb + object (to refer to the
subject of the verb) What made dinosaurs die out?

see p. GR7

Hi, Paul.
I heard about your
dog. When did you

lose her?

What for?
She can’t read! 

I lost her last
week. She didn’t come for
dinner, so I put a notice in

the newspaper.

We use rising intonation in Yes/No questions. 

We use falling intonation in wh-questions. 

 
a)  Read the Native American legend and put
the verbs in brackets into the past simple.
Which are irregular?

3

 
Read the table. Find examples in the joke above.
How do we form the past simple of irregular
verbs?

1
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The blue whale weighs about 170,000
kg. It is the 1) ................... (heavy)
creature in the world. Blue whales are
about 30 metres long – that’s
2) ............................... (long) than
a basketball court! But even though
they are very large, smaller sea
creatures like sharks are
3) .............................. (dangerous)
to humans than the blue whale.
Believe it or not, the huge blue whale
can’t swallow anything
4) ................................ (large) than
a beach ball and it eats only plankton
– one of the 5) ................. (small)
living things on Earth!

 
Put the adjectives in brackets into the superlative.

       1   The .............................................. (large) creature on Earth
is the blue whale.

       2   The ...................................... (tall) animal in the world is
the giraffe.

       3   I think dogs are the ................................ (good) pets.
       4   The ........................................................ (dangerous)

snake in Africa is the black mamba.
       5   One of the world’s .......................................... (heavy)

animals is the African elephant.
       6   To me, the ................................. (beautiful) pet is a canary.

9

 Put the adjectives in brackets into the comparative.

       1   Elephants are ..................................... (big) than hippos.
       2   Hippos are .................................................. (dangerous) 

than elephants.
       3   Elephants are ................................ (strong) than hippos.
       4   Hippos are .................................................. (aggressive)

than elephants.
       5   Elephants are ................................. (heavy) than hippos.

8

 
In pairs, make

comparisons, as in the example.

       1   small – cat/rabbit/ant
             A: Cats are small.
             B: Yes, but rabbits are smaller.
             A: Ants are the smallest of all.
       2   colourful – ostrich/canary/

peacock
       3   friendly – tortoise/parrot/dog
       4   beautiful –wolf/lion/tiger

11 SPEAKING

What’s
heavier than an

elephant?
What’s

the best way to talk
to a lion?

Two
elephants!

Long
distance! 

Comparative/Superlative

 
In three minutes,

write as many sentences about
the animals below as possible,
using the adjectives in the list.
Use comparative and superlative
forms.

        Cats are quieter than dogs.
        Tortoises are the quietest of all.

• cat  • dog  • tortoise  • duck
• hen  • rooster  • parrot

• sheep

• quiet  • funny  • large
• intelligent  • noisy

• aggressive 

12 WRITING

see p. GR7-GR8

109

6c

 
Complete the text using the
comparative or superlative form
of the adjectives in the brackets.

10

Adjective Comparative Superlative

short
adjectives

long
wide
big

heavy

longer (than)
wider (than)
bigger (than)
heavier (than)

the longest of/in
the widest of/in
the biggest of/in
the heaviest of/in

longer
adjectives

beautiful more beautiful
(than)

the most beautiful
of/in

irregular
adjectives

good better the best
bad worse the worst
little less the least

 Read the table. Find examples in the jokes above. How do
we form the comparative/superlative degree? Are there
similar structures in Bulgarian?

7
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B

A

• Inuit  • darkness  • the North  • daylight  • the South
• hunt  • attack  • add  • chief  • turn into  • speck of dust
• hut  • glowing box  • whisper  • repeat  • drop  • break
• last  • to this day 

Check these words

 
Read the text and, for each question (1-4),
choose the best answer (A, B or C). 

 1   The children liked hearing Crow talk about
      A the people of the South.
      B the power of daylight.
      C his hunting adventures.

 2   Crow stopped at the river to
      A drink some water. B take a break.
      C see a young girl.

 3   Crow could
      A change his shape. B go back in time. 
      C become another animal.

 4   The Inuit have darkness for six months because
      A they prefer to live in darkness for half the year.
      B the ball of daylight doesn’t have power for all

the year.  
      C Crow only visits them once a year.

2

Long ago, the Inuit lived in darkness in the North. Crow often
travelled between the South and the North and told them
about daylight in the South. Only the children liked his
stories. “People can hunt for a longer time in the daylight!”
one said. “And they can see wild animals before they attack
them,” another added. 
After he heard the children, the Inuit chief asked Crow to
bring them daylight. Crow flew for miles. When he reached
the South he decided to rest in a tree by a river. Suddenly, a
young girl appeared. She was the chief’s daughter. Crow had
an idea. He turned himself into a speck of dust and jumped
onto her coat.

Reading

 
Look at the pictures. Which shows:

        Inuit people fishing in darkness?           
        a crow carrying a ball of light?               
        a boy holding a box?                            

1
1
2
3

        Read the title of the story and the
first sentence in each paragraph. How do you
think the pictures are related to the story? 

        Listen and read to find out.3.19
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Vocabulary

 
Complete the sentences. Use: rest, repeat,
attack, turned, whispered, dropped, bring. 

       1   Bears can .................... people if they feel
threatened.

       2   Could you ...................... me my coat,
please? It’s a bit cold.

       3   He was very tired so he decided to
.................... for a while before going on.

       4   In the fairytale, the frog .................... into a
prince.

       5   “Don’t worry. Everything’s fine,” Mum
...................... in the boy’s ear.

       6   “Please .................... these words after me,”
the teacher said.

       7   He .................... the glass on the floor and it
broke.

4

Speaking

 
Put the events in the order they happened. Use
them to give the class a summary of the myth. 

   Crow changed back into a bird.

   Crow changed into a speck of dust and
jumped onto the girl’s coat.

   The Inuit chief sent Crow to the South.

   Crow got into the hut.

   Crow got into the boy’s ear.

   There was light everywhere.

   Crow saw a glowing box. 

   Crow dropped the ball and it broke into
pieces.

   Crow got the ball and flew to the North.

   Crow rested in a tree.

   The boy went outside with the ball.

6

A
B

D
E
F
G
H

I
J
K

C 1 
Answer the questions.

       1   What did the Inuit children think was good
about daylight?

       2   How did Crow manage to enter the hut?
       3   Why did Crow whisper into the boy’s ear?
       4   Why do the Inuit have only six months of

daylight, according to the story?

3

Listening

Listen to an announcement and mark the
sentences as T (True) or F (False).

       1   The competition ends on 12th May.     .......
       2   All students are participating.             .......
       3   The teacher describes the 

competition rules.                              .......

3.207

Writing

 
Find an animal myth from Bulgaria. Write

a short summary of it (60-80 words). Tell the
class. 

8 ICT

The girl carried him back to her hut. There, Crow saw
a glowing box on the floor. “It’s got daylight inside
it,” he thought. He saw a little boy playing on the
floor. He jumped inside the boy’s ear and whispered,
“You want to play with a ball of daylight.” The little
boy started crying and repeated Crow’s words. His
father opened the box and gave him a ball. Crow
whispered again: “You want to go outside.” The boy
repeated his words so his father took him outside to
play. Crow jumped out of his ear and became a bird
again. Immediately, he took the ball and flew back
to the North.
When he arrived, Crow dropped the ball on the
ground. It broke into many pieces and there was
daylight everywhere. The Inuit were very happy!
Crow told them that the ball could only last for six
months. Then he would have to go back to the South
and bring back a new ball. To this day, the Inuit have
six months of darkness and six months of daylight
each year.

C

 
Match the words in bold to their synonyms. 

• took  • arrived at  • remain  
• once more  • showed up  • at once

5
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6e Listening skills

Multiple matching

Read the rubric and the
lists. Then do the listening task.

        

You are going to hear a
conversation at a pet shop. Match
the animals (A-E) to the people
(1-4). One animal is extra.

3.212

PETS

 A   goldfish
 B   dog
 C   cat
 D   hamster
 E   rabbit

 
Have you got a pet? Tell your
partner about it. If not, which of
the pets in Ex. 2 would you like
to have? Why?

3

PEOPLE

   Bob
   Ann
   Mark
   Kate

1
2
3
4

Multiple choice
Preparing for the task

 
Read the question stem and the
choices (A-C). Then read the
audioscript. Which is the correct
answer?

        The conversation takes place
        A   at the vet’s.
        B   in the supermarket.
        C   at Josh’s house.

Pete: Hi, Josh! How’s your new puppy?
Josh: He’s fine, thanks. He had his yearly
injections yesterday. Now I’m looking for
a shampoo the vet recommended –
Glossy Coat – he said the supermarket
sells it.
Pete: It’s on this shelf right here.
Josh: Oh, thanks. Why don’t you come
round to my house tonight and see him?
Pete: Yes, OK, great!

4

 
a)  Read the rubric. Then read the questions and possible
answers. Underline the key words. What do you think each
recording is about?

        

You are going to hear two recordings. Questions 1-3 refer
to Recording 1. Questions 4-6 refer to Recording 2. For
each question, choose the correct answer (A, B or C).

5

      Recording 1 
 1   Tiddles got to London by
      A car B taxi C train

 2   How did the cats’ home contact Mr Jones?
      A They found his details on the animal.
      B They got in touch with Paddington Station.
      C Mr Jones telephoned them.

 3   The conversation takes place
      A in a cats’ home.
      B in a radio studio.
      C at a railway station.

        
b) Do the listening task.3.22

To • ny  → 2 syllables
Aus • tra • li • an  → 4 syllables

(diphthong)
Steve (e at the end of word)  → 1 syllable

Pronunciation: Counting syllables

 
a)  Read the examples.6

        
b) Listen to the words. Count the syllables. Which
syllable is stressed?

• elephant  • bear  • tortoise  • feather  • tiger  • parrot
• kangaroo  • monkey  • tarantula

3.23

     Recording 2 
 4   The man was in the water for 
      A 15 hours. B 20 hours. C 150 minutes.

 5   The man could not reach the inflatable boat because
      A they dropped it in the wrong place.
      B he didn’t know how to swim.
      C the weather conditions were bad.

 6   This recording is about
      A what to do in a shark attack.
      B how someone had a lucky escape.
      C why swimming lessons are important.

 
In a minute, write down as many
pets as you can think of. Compare
your list with your partner’s.

1
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6fSpeaking skills

Everyday English
Expressing concern/disbelief

 
a)  Complete the dialogue.1

 
Replace the underlined phrases in the dialogue
with appropriate ones from the language boxes.

2

 
In pairs, take roles and read the dialogue
aloud.

3

 
Work in pairs. Read the newspaper headline.
Then tell each other the story, using the
prompts.

4

 Luke: Hi Bill! How did you hurt 1) .............
hand?

   Bill: I fell out 2) ............. a tree.
 Luke: Oh my goodness! How did that happen?
   Bill: The neighbour’s dog chased my cat

3) ............. a tree. Then it got stuck up
there.

 Luke: What 4) ............. you do?
   Bill: I got a ladder 5) ............. climbed up to

get her. I had her in 6) ............. arms
when a branch broke and ...

 Luke: Oh no! Don’t tell me!
   Bill: You guessed it. We both fell 7) ........... .

I sprained 8) ............. wrist but the cat’s
fine!

Expressing concern Expressing disbelief

•   Oh my goodness!
•   How awful!
•   That’s shocking!

•   Don’t tell me!
•   I don’t believe it!
•   You can’t be serious!

        b) Listen and check your answers.3.24

Asking questions

 
Work in pairs.
Student A: Look at Card B.
Student B: Look at Card A and ask Student A
questions. 
Student A: Answer the questions.

7

•  tried to rescue parrot

•  hurt when he fell off a ladder

•  parrot escaped from its cage – flew up onto roof

•  teenager got ladder – climbed up to roof

•  had the parrot in his hands 

•  foot slipped – fell off ladder

•  broke his leg – parrot flew back into its cage

Card
 A

•   what/Vince/ 
last name?

•   age?
•   where/from?
•   what/pet?
•   where/snake

live?
•   what/snake eat?

Vince’s petName: Vince KellyAge: 18
City: BristolPet: snake

Lives in: heatedglass cage
Food: worms,insects, fish

Card B

Teenager hurt in parrot rescue

 
Look at the picture. Use the words to
complete the description.

• giraffe  • skirt  • Sunday
• sunny  • jumper  • family
• scared  • walked  • zoo

6

Set the scene
When we set the scene, we describe the place
(where), the time (when), the weather, the
people, their clothes and their feelings.

Last 1) ....................., Amy went to
the 2) ....................... with her
3) ............................. . It was a warm
4) ........................ day. Amy looked
great in her white 5) ........................ and blue
6) ........................ . Amy was a little 7) ........................
of some of the big animals, but when she saw a tall
8) ........................, she smiled and 9) ........................
right up to it.

 
Work in pairs. Imagine you are the teenager in
the story. Answer your friend’s questions and
explain what happened. Act out a dialogue
similar to the one in Ex. 1b. Use phrases from
the language boxes.

5
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A story6g Writing

 
Look at the picture and read the paragraph.
Answer the questions.

1

 
Look at the picture in the story in Ex. 3. Use
the notes to write sentences setting the scene.

• Jane  • her dog, Frankie  • living room
• late last night  • wanted to send an email
• relaxed  • jumper  • cold outside  
• heard a noise from outside 

2

Model analysis

 
a)  Read the rubric, then the model.

        Which paragraph:
        ends the story & gives people’s feelings?

        sets the scene?

        presents the events in the order they
happened?

Your English teacher asked you to write a story.
Your story must start with the sentence: One
night, Jane and her dog Frankie were in the
living room by the fire. Your story must include:
• a garden • snow
Write your story (60-80 words).

3

1
2
3

Setting the scene
We start a story by setting the scene. In order to do so,
we imagine we are looking at a picture and describing the
place (where), the time (when), the weather, the people
involved (who), their clothes, their activities, and their
feelings.

One morning, Jessica was
outside collecting her post. It
was warm and she was lightly
dressed. She felt happy. It was a
perfect day for horse-riding.

       1   Where and when did the story happen?
       2   What was the weather like?
       3   Who is the main character?
       4   What did she do?
       5   How did she feel?

Sequence words

Feelings & Emotions

 
a)  Complete with: scared, surprised, exhausted.

       1   We were ....................... after the six-hour
drive home.

       2   He looked at the snake and froze. He felt
....................... .

       3   I opened the door only to find out a big box
with my name on and a puppy in  it. I felt
....................... .

        b)  When was the last time you felt: scared?
surprised? exhausted? What made you feel this
way? Tell the class.

5

We use and, after that, then, next, when, etc to
show the sequence of events.

 
Choose the correct words.4

        b)  How similar is the way Serena sets the
scene to your answer in Ex. 2?

A Cold Night Fright 
by Serena West

One night, Jane and her dog Frankie were in
the living room by the fire. It was freezing cold but
Jane was warm in her jumper. Suddenly, there was
a strange noise outside.

Jane put on her coat and went outside. Frankie
followed her. They heard the noise again. 

Jane went to the back of
the house. The next moment,
some snow fell off the roof!
Frankie ran up to it barking
furiously. Jane felt relieved. It
wasn’t a burglar – only the
snow!

A

B

C

Jane had a really busy day yesterday. 1) After that/
First, she took the dog out for a walk. 2) Then/ When
she bought a jumper. 3) Finally/After that she had
lunch with her friend, Molly.

Peter went to the library to return some books
4) after/and then he went to the gym to exercise.
When he 5) finally/after came back home, he was
very tired so he went to bed. 

A

B
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6g

Adverbs of manner 

Adverbs of manner tell us how we do/did something or how
something happens/happened. We usually form them by
adding -ly to the adjective.
quick → quickly, careful → carefully, brave → bravely
When an adjective ends in -y, we usually form the adverb by
removing -y and adding -ily. heavy → heavily
Adjectives ending in -le drop -e and add -y. simple → simply
Note: Some adverbs of manner have the same forms as their
adjectives hard → hard, fast → fast, late → late or totally
different forms. good → well

see p. GR8

 
a)  Use the adverbs formed from the words in brackets to
complete the gaps.

6

        b)  Find an adverb of manner in Serena’s story.

Karen and Anna walked 1) .......................... (slow) through the
market. Karen stopped to look at something. It was a music box.
When she opened the lid, a figure of a bird inside started singing
2) ...................... (beautiful). Suddenly, Karen heard Anna shout
3) .......................... (loud). She looked up and saw Anna holding
a young boy’s arm. “He grabbed my bag!” she said
4) ....................... (angry). The boy looked up 5) .......................
(sad) and tried 6) ......................... (hard) not to cry. “I’m sorry!”
he said. “I thought you were my mum!”

Writing

 
Read the rubric and look at the picture. What do you think
the story is about?

    

7

An English-language magazine invites
readers to send in stories. The story
must start with the words: Last
summer, Andrew went to Hawaii for
a holiday with his friends. Your story
must include:
• an animal
• a beach
Write your story (60-80 words).

Listen to the story and list the events in the order they
happened.

3.258

 
Use the events to write your story (60-80 words). Use
language from the Useful Language box. Follow the plan.

9

(Para 1)     set the scene (time, place,
                 people, activity, etc)
(Para 2)     events in the order they 
                 happened & main event
(Para 3)     what happened in the end;

people’s feelings

When you finish your piece of writing,
check it for the following:
•   Does you story include all the

points in the rubric?
•   Is the sequence of events clear?
•   Does the story contain the correct

tense(s)?
•   Is there a variety of adjectives and

adverbs?
•   Are there any spelling or grammar

mistakes?

Checklist

Last summer, … . The weather …
. One morning, he decided … . He
put on … . Suddenly he felt … .He was … . He slipped under … .Suddenly, he saw … . The dolphin
swam … . Andrew felt … .

Useful Language

Setting the scene
• Last summer/year, etc my family and I ...
• One day/morning, etc I was ... 
Events
• Suddenly, we saw ...
• After that,/Next,/Then, ...
• I/He, etc started (screaming, shouting

etc).
Ending
• We were relieved/happy/sad, etc ...
• It was the most exciting/frightening, etc

experience of my life.
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Plants – Reading

 
a)  Look at the pictures. Which
of the flowers do you think are
wildflowers and which are
garden flowers? Which is your
favourite flower?

1

T/F/DS statements
 
Read the text and mark the sentences as T (true), F (false) or
DS (doesn’t say).

2

 1   Flowers can grow in lots of different places.                       …..
 2   Some types of flowers have health benefits.                         …..
 3   Camomile is a flower that keeps us awake.                        …..
 4   Some countries have the same national flower.                  .....
 5   Flowers cost a lot of money in some countries.                  .....
 6   Some people do not like getting flowers as gifts.                .....

Working with plants – Listening

You are going to hear a text about Robert, a gardener,
twice. Decide which statements (1-6) are T (true), F (false)
or DS (doesn’t say).

       1   Robert always liked working in the garden.             ...........
       2   As a child, Robert mowed the lawn once a year.     ...........
       3   A woman lived in Robert's house before him.         ...........
       4   Robert’s neighbours already had gardeners.           ...........
       5   Robert’s boss didn’t want him to leave the factory. ...........
       6   Robert prefers dry weather when he is gardening.   ...........

T/F/DS statements

3.263

The World of Flowers
Flowers are one of nature’s most beautiful creations. And luckily for us, they
are everywhere. There are wildflowers that grow in the countryside and on
the mountains. There are also garden flowers that we plant and water. 
Flowers are good for us. We enjoy their smell and they make us feel happier.
They also make us healthier. Camomile, for example, helps cuts heal quicker
and can fight colds. When we drink it, camomile can help us sleep.
A lot of countries have national flowers. Wales has the daffodil, Scotland the
thistle, and England and Bulgaria share the rose. People wear these flowers
on national days and they often appear on a country's money.
Flowers also show love. We give them as gifts. We send them when people
are ill or when we want to show that we care for someone. No matter what
we use them for, one thing is certain: flowers are nature’s gift to us.

thistle

camomile carnation

rose

geranium

marigold

poppydandelion

6 Language & Skills in Focus

        b)  Which of these flowers are
there in Bulgaria? Which is
Bulgaria’s national flower?
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Useful Language

Starting a message/note
• Person’s first name only, e.g. Sally,/Matt,
Reason for writing the message/note
• Need to work late.  • Got phone call from Harry. 
• Richard just called and ... .
• Have to stay late (at work).
Asking for a favour
• Need a favour  • Can/Could you ...?  • Can/Could you

do me a favour?  • Please, (give/take it to ...).
Making arrangements for later
• Won’t/Will be late.
• Call you later.  • See you at (the cinema/party etc). 
• Call me if you have any problems.
Apologising
• (So/Really) sorry.  • Feel awful/really bad.
Ending a message/note
• Thanks.  • Cheers.  • See you.

117

6Language & Skills in Focus

 
Read the rubric and brainstorm for ideas. Then
do the task. Use phrases from the Useful
Language box.

You are going to a friend’s party tonight with
your English flatmate. You promised to buy a
present, but your boss called you to say you had
to stay late at work. Write your flatmate a note
(40-50 words). In your note:
• explain why you didn’t buy a present
• ask your flatmate to buy some flowers 
• say you will meet at the party

5Asking for something – Writing

Preparing for the task

An informal message/note

Informal messages/notes
Informal messages or notes are short pieces of writing we
write to inform people about something, ask them to do
something for us, arrange a meeting, etc.
Messages/Notes provide all the information needed without
being chatty. We usually omit words such as personal
pronouns (I, you, etc) articles (a/an, the), auxiliaries (am,
have, etc) and greetings (Dear, Yours, etc).
We can use the imperative, informal linkers, participles and
short verb forms. We don’t normally write in paragraphs.

Fiona,
Going to doctor at 6:30! Don’t have time to buy
food at supermarket and cook dinner – really sorry!
Phone Silvio’s and order pizza. Cheese and tomato
is fine with me. 
Hope I’m back by eight but don’t wait for me. Pay
you back later!
Thanks,
Katy     

short verb form use of imperative

omission of article

omission of
pronoun

 
Read the rubric and underline the key words.
Then study the model answer.

You promised to cook dinner for your English
flatmate, but then you remembered an appointment
you have. Write your flatmate a note (40-50 words).
In your note:
• explain why you have to go out.
• ask your flatmate to phone and order some food.
• say what time you are coming home.

4

informal
linker omission

of auxiliary

Fill in the correct form of the words in brackets, choose the correct word or fill in the gap with one word.

Plants and Animals of Bulgaria
As a photographer, I can say that one of the 1) .................. (good) places in Europe to photograph the
natural world is Pirin National Park. Thick forests cover more than half of the park's 272 km² and there
2) is/are hundreds of different plant species. 3) Some/Any of the plants are so rare that they only
grow here. The park 4) .................. also got a 1,300-year-old pine tree that they say is the oldest in
5) the/- Balkan Peninsula. I love 6) .................. (take) photos of wildlife too and Pirin has grey wolves,
wild boars, deer and – my favourite – brown bears. I always make sure I'm careful when I'm trying to
get a photo 7) .................. a bear though – bears are beautiful, 8) .................. they're very dangerous! 

(Units 1 - 6)
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Mammals are warm-blooded animals. They have fur or hair. They feed
their babies on their own milk. Most mammals have teeth. They live on
land, underground or in the ocean and they are very intelligent. Some
mammals can fly.

Some mammals like the whale, the hippo, the rhino and the elephant give birth
to live young. Other mammals like the kangaroo and the koala carry their
young in a pouch. A few mammals like the spiny anteater lay eggs. 

Mammals that eat meat are called carnivores. Carnivores
include lions, tigers, seals, and polar bears. Mammals that
eat only plants are called herbivores. Some herbivores
are cows, elephants, and giraffes. Mammals that eat
both meat and plants are called omnivores.

Humans are omnivores.

1

2

3

 
Tell the class five things that characterise

mammals.
5

 
In groups of four, collect information about reptiles. Use

headings similar to those in the text in Ex. 3. Prepare a
digital presentation for the class or a poster.

6 ICT

 A   Three kinds of mammals
 B   Eating habits
 C   Description and habitat
 D   Lifestyle

 
Read the text and match the
headings to the paragraphs. One
heading is extra.

3

• warm-blooded  • fur  • feed  • land
• underground  • ocean  • intelligent
• give birth to  • live   • carry  • pouch
• lay an egg  • carnivores • include
• herbivores  • omnivores

Check these words

 
Correct the words/phrases in bold.

       1   Lions are cold-blooded animals.
       2   Some mammals like kangaroos lay eggs.
       3   Giraffes carry their young in a pouch.
       4   Herbivores eat only meat.
       5   Giraffes are carnivores.
       6   Carnivores eat meat and plants.

4

 
What do these animals

have in common? 

        Listen and read to find out.

2

3.27

A

B

C
D

E

HJ

I

F

G

118

CLIL

6 Science
CLIL

6 Science

 
Which of these
animals can you
see in the pictures? 

• polar bear  
• spiny anteater
• elephant  
• hippo  
• koala
• kangaroo  
• whale  
• lion  
• tiger  
• seal  
• rhino  
• giraffe
• cow

1
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Culture & English in Use 6

Culture Spot

The lion is one of England’s national animals. It was always a
symbol of bravery and strength. King Richard I, fighting in the
Crusades, went by the name of Richard the Lionheart. In the
19th century, Londoners erected four huge lion statues in
Trafalgar Square to celebrate Nelson’s famous naval victory.
Three Lions are the symbol of the
Crown of England and represent
England in the United Kingdom’s
Royal Coat of Arms. The lion is also
a sports symbol and appears
on the shirts of the English
national cricket team.

England’s National AnimalsListening & Reading
 How are: King Richard I, Trafalgar Square,
the Crown of England, the UK’s Royal
Coat of Arms, the English national cricket
team related to the lion?

Listen and read to find out.

1

3.28

Speaking
 Collect information about national
animals in various countries. Prepare
and give a presentation.

2

Vocabulary
 Choose the correct item.

 1   A goldfish has ..... on its body.
      A feathers B horns C scales

 2   A bird can use the ..... at the end of its feet to
catch its food.

      A claws B feathers C tails

 3   Piranhas are fish that have very ..... teeth.
      A thick B sharp C slim

 4   The bear ..... its prey, but it got away.
      A disappeared B dropped C attacked

 5   In an Inuit myth, a bird ..... into dust and then
became a bird again.

      A turned B added C remained

 6   Cows don’t eat meat, they’re ..... .
      A omnivores B carnivores C herbivores

 7   Most mammals ..... birth to live young.
      A give B hatch C lay

 8   Goldfish are pretty and ..... to keep.
      A funny B easy C quiet

 9   Dinosaurs went ..... a long time ago.
      A extinct B endangered C out
   
10   It takes lots of hours for koalas to ..... the food

they eat. 
      A feed B digest C weigh

1

English in Use

Grammar
 Choose the correct item.

 1   Who ..... the cat last night?
      A fed B did you feed C feed

 2   Elephants are ..... animals on land.
      A heaviest B heavier
      C the heaviest 

 3   Jared doesn’t like tarantulas. He thinks they make
..... pets.  

      A the worse B the worst C worse

 4   Darren ..... his dog for a walk yesterday.
      A didn’t took B doesn’t take
      C didn’t take

 5   What ..... your new cat?
      A did you name B you named
      C you did name

 6   Dolphins can swim really ..... . 
      A fastly B faster C fast 

 7   The Petersons have the biggest dog ..... the
neighbourhood.

      A of B in C than

 8   Roses have a ..... smell than carnations.
      A sweet B more sweet C sweeter

 9   ..... the flowers yesterday?
      A Did you watered B Do you water
      C Did you water

10   I think parrots are easier pets to keep ..... goldfish.
      A from B than C of

2
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6 Progress Check

 (5x2=10)

 (5x1=5)

 
Choose the correct item. 

       1   I take/took my dog for a walk yesterday.
       2   Luckily, the tiger lost/didn’t lose its habitat.
       3   We didn’t go/don’t go to the vet yesterday.
       4   Did the wolves found/find any food?
       5   Dinosaurs became/become extinct millions of

years ago.

7

 
Put the adjectives in brackets into the
comparative or the superlative. 

       1   Turtles are .................................................
(friendly) than tarantulas. 

       2   Fish are the ..............................................
(quiet) pets to keep. 

       3   Hamsters are ............................................
(funny) pets than rabbits. 

       4   What’s the ................................................
(good) pet for a child?

       5   Blue whales are ........................................
(big) than elephants. 

8

Vocabulary

 
Choose the correct item.

       1   Bears have got fur/wings.
       2   The lion in the zoo had a long tail/nose.
       3   Horses have got tiny/thin legs.
       4   Birds have got scales/feathers.
       5   Foxes have got thin/pointed ears.

1

 
Find the odd one out.

       1   horse – fox – wolf – lion
       2   tail – horns – ears – scales
       3   mouth – legs – nose – eye
       4   sheep – rabbit – canary – tiger
       5   shark – bear – dolphin – goldfish

2

 
Choose the correct item. 

       1   Elephants only have four teeth to chew/
digest their food. 

       2   The platypus is a mammal, but it hatches/
lays eggs.

       3   We must protect quiet/wild animals from
poachers. 

       4   Pollution can harm/save the environment.
       5   Don’t be frightened of my dog – he isn’t

dangerous/friendly.

3

 (5x1=5)

 (5x1=5)

 (5x2=10)

 
Choose the correct preposition.

       1   Penguins can live for/in about 20 years. 
       2   A baby dolphin only feeds on/with its

mother’s milk. 
       3   Elephants live at/in groups. 
       4   Penguins live on/at the ice of Antarctica.
       5   Wolves hunt of/for their food.

4

 (5x2=10)

 (4x2=8)

Everyday English 

 
Fill in: Look out – You can’t be serious – Don’t
tell me – Oh my goodness.

       1   A: Ryan fell off a ladder yesterday.
            B: .......................! Is he OK?
       2   A: My aunt has got 17 cats.
            B: .......................! That’s too many!
       3   A: ......................! That branch is broken.
            B: Thanks. I didn’t see that.
       4   A: Guess what happened today?
            B: ..............! Your parrot escaped again.

5

 (5x2=10)

Grammar

 
Write the sentences in the past simple. 

       1   T-Rex weighs more than two elephants.
.................................................................

       2   Some dinosaurs don’t eat meat.
.................................................................

       3   Velociraptors catch animals larger than
themselves. ..............................................
.................................................................

       4   Many dinosaurs aren’t dangerous. 
.................................................................

       5   Do velociraptors have wings?
.................................................................

6

 
Write the adverbs of the following adjectives.9

 (7x1=7)

       1   slow ..................
       2   pretty ................
       3   easy ..................
       4   late ..................

 5   beautiful ..................
 6   fast .........................
 7   dangerous ................
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6Progress Check

 (5x2=10)

Speaking Competence
• express concern/disbelief
• narrate an experience
• ask questions
Writing Competence
• write a short summary of a

Bulgarian animal myth
• write a story  
• write an informal message/note

Content & Language
Integrated Learning
ICT: research
information about
dinosaurs; collect
information about
an animal, reptiles
Science: mammals;
An Amazing Animal
Culture: England’s
National Animals

• answer multiple choice questions
• answer comprehension

questions
Listening Competence
• listen to a notice (note taking)
• listen to an announcement (T/F

statements)
• listen to a dialogue (multiple

matching, multiple choice)

Lexical Competence
Talk about:
• plants & animals
• pets  
• emotions
Reading Competence
• understand specific

details in
a text about dinosaurs

Now I can ...

Competences GOOD ✓ VERY GOOD ✓✓ EXCELLENT ✓✓✓

121

Writing

 
Read the rubric, then write a story for your
English teacher.

12

Your story must start with the sentence: Mr Smith
locked the office and left. Your story must include:
• a dog  • a mobile phone
Write your story (60-80 words).

Listening

You are going to hear five short conversations.
For each question, choose the correct answer,
(A, B or C).

3.2911

A B C

       1   Which is the girl’s dog?

A B C

       2   How much pocket money does the girl get?

A B C

       3   What does John do on Sundays?

A B C

       4   What was the weather like yesterday?

A B C

       5   What is Mark’s favourite animal?

Reading 

 
Read the text and answer the questions.10

       1   How big can the coconut crab grow?
       2   What happens if water covers it?
       3   Where does it live?
       4   What does it eat?
       5   How did it get its name?

An Amazing Animal

The giant coconut crab, or robber crab, is not
beautiful, but it is very big. In fact, the coconut crab
can grow up to one metre in length and weigh over
four kilos.

The giant coconut crab comes from the marine
hermit crab. Scientists believe it slowly adapted to
living on land. Now, it cannot swim and quickly
drowns if water covers it. Its habitat is the islands
of the Pacific and Indian Oceans.

Adult coconut crabs mostly eat fruit, nuts and seeds,
as well as dead animals. They also climb trees and
open coconuts and this is where they get their name
from. People hunt them for their meat and in some
areas there are no more of them.

 (5x2=10)

 (10 marks)
Total: 100

 (5x2=10)
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Travelling is certainly a wonderful experience. It
gives us the chance to meet new people and

see new places.

            
Read the text again and, for questions 1-5,
choose the best answer (A, B or C). Give
reasons.

1 Antelope Canyon is …
A not very beautiful.
B sometimes very colourful.
C part of the Grand Canyon.

2 The Navajo …
A are the only tribe living in the canyon.
B have lots of different names for the canyon.
C show people around the canyon.

2

Antelope Canyon, the USA
Antelope Canyon is a slot canyon (a narrow valley
of rock) in Arizona. When the sun is above the
canyon, it lights up the sandstone walls in lots of
amazing colours. The canyon is on land that
belongs to a Native American tribe, the Navajo.
They call it ‘the place where water runs through
the rocks’ and take visitors on guided tours.

The Petrified Wedding, Bulgaria
Legend says that a lot of years ago, a magic spell
turned all the people at a wedding into stone. You
can see the result today in over 130 stone shapes
near the village of Zimzelen in Bulgaria. Locals say
the shapes look like people and call them ‘stone
dolls’. Some of the ‘dolls’ even appear to stare at
each other’s ‘eyes’.

C My motherland and the world
Travelling

122

Reading

 
Look at the pictures. What is special about
each place?

Listen, read and check.

1

3.30
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 a   cave
 b   spell
  c   eruptions
 d   tour

guided
volcanic
sea
magic

1
2
3
4

        b)  Use the collocations in Ex. 3a to complete
the sentences.

       1   You can reach the .....................................
.............................................. with a boat.

       2   We went on a ............................................
........................................... of the canyon.

       3   The rock that forms the walls of Fingal’s Cave
comes from ............................................ .

       4   In the story, the witch put a .......................
............. on him and he turned into a frog.

Writing

 
In groups, find information about a travel

destination in Bulgaria and write a short text
about it. Illustrate your text with pictures.
Present it to the class (60 words).

5 ICT

Speaking

 
Which place do you think is the

most impressive? Why? Tell your partner. 
4

 
In groups, collect pictures of travel

destinations in Bulgaria. Create a poster.
Display it in the classroom.

6 ICT

3 Some of the stone shapes in the Petrified
Wedding seem to …
A look like toys.
B look at each other.
C look like local people.

4 Fingal’s Cave is …
A on an island.
B in a volcano.
C under the sea.

5 Fingal’s Cave …
A has more than one name.
B is a good place for concerts.
C gets its name from a musician.

Check these words

• canyon  • valley  • light up  • sandstone  • legend
• magic spell  • stare  • cave  • column
• volcanic eruption  • echo

Fingal’s Cave, the UK
Fingal’s Cave is an amazing sea cave on Staffa,
a small island off the coast of Scotland. The
cave’s walls are six-sided columns of basalt, a
rock that comes from volcanic eruptions.
Inside, the cave is about 72 feet tall and 270
feet deep. Another name for the cave is ‘the
cave of melody’ because the columns create
strange echoes. The cave has inspired a lot of
works of art including music by the classical
composer Felix Mendelssohn and also the rock
band Pink Floyd.

C
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a)  Match the columns to form collocations.3
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